Method to correct for the effects of limited spatial resolution in phase-contrast flow MRI measurements.
Phase-contrast (PC) magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) flow measurements suffer from the effect of the point spread function (PSF) due to the limited sampling of k-space. The PSF, which in this case is a sinc function, deforms the flow profile and forms a ringing pattern around the vessel. In this work, an empirical method is presented that corrects for errors due to the deformation of the flow profile. The ringing pattern is used to obtain a well-defined vessel segmentation, which after correction provides more accurate vessel radius and volume flow rate (VFR). The correction method was developed from phantom measurements at constant flow and applied on phantom measurements at moderately pulsatile flow. After correction, the error of the estimated tube radius and the VFR was less than 10% and 5%, respectively. Corresponding errors without correction overestimated the radius by 60% and the VFR by 35%. Preliminary results indicate that the method is also valid in vivo. The variation in the estimated radius and VFR for different spatial resolution decreased when the method was applied. The presented method gives a more accurate estimation of the radius and VFR in vessels of the size of a few pixels without prior knowledge about the true vessel radius.